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WHY CONSIDER A HYBRID EVENT?
If you’ve traditionally run live in-person events, it’s 
worthwhile considering adding a strong digital or virtual 
element to create a hybrid event for the following 
reasons:

Maximise attendance and extend your 
delegate reach beyond borders

Professionally record the entire event and share 
immediately

Provide your guests with multiple attendance 
choices and multi-layered experiences 

Gain valuable insights through the strong data 
analytics and reporting

Cast a wider net to include top keynote 
speakers in other regions or abroad

Benefit from Continuing Professional 
Development (CPD) reporting

More opportunities for sponsorships and 
revenue

Excellent lead generation and Return-on-
Investment

Leverage the powerful CRM feature to market 
effectively to your database 

Reduce environmental impact & improve 
sustainability

Multiple options for networking and break-away 
events



THIS PLATFORM IS IDEAL FOR:

Meetings and conferences

Exhibitions and trade shows

Community engagements and webinars

Special events and banquets

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE

Customisable branding

Live sessions with Q&A, chat box and polls

Artificial intelligence (AI) matchmaking, 
which includes scheduling video meetings on 
the platform with delegates, speakers and 
exhibitors

Lead generation dashboard

Upload conference material, marketing 
collateral and videos in each exhibitor booth

Exhibitor and sponsor branding opportunities 
throughout the platform

Group video call meetings

Session replay available within minutes of the 
conclusion of the live event

Data analytics and CPD reporting

PRODUCTION AND ATTENDEE JOURNEY

PRODUCTION JOURNEY

BRIEF
Receive a brief 
of the proposed 

event structure and 
attendee list from 

the client

FORMALISE
Tailor the event 

requirements to the 
client brief and build 
the event platform 

ACTIVATION
Make the event 

live and inform the 
registered delegates 
that they can now 
join the platform.

SUPPORT
The platform team 

offers dedicated live 
support throughout 
the event to both 
the organiser and 
their attendees.

REPORTING
Deliver reports on 

all statistics relating 
to the event, from 

demographics 
to engagement. 
The data will be 

customised to the 
client’s requirements.

ATTENDEE JOURNEY
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REGISTER

EVENT MARKETING

ATTEND A SESSION

VISIT SPONSORS/
EXHIBITORS BOOTHS

ACCESS LIVE Q&A

NETWORK

DOWNLOAD CONTENT
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ADD A DIGITAL ELEMENT WITH OUR HYBRID SOLUTION, 3
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